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CRANWELL is a village in Lincolnshire about twelve miles 
north-east of Grantham, on the backbone of country 
running from Lincoln to Grantham and known as " The 
Heath." The first written references to Cranwell are in 
the Domesday Book of William I, begun in 1080 and 
finished in 1086, in which, by means of commissioners and 
juries, the King compiled a statistical account of his 
landed revenue and of his man-power in case of war. It 
is not unlikely that there were also references to Cranwell, 
which was in the Wapentake of Flaxwell, in the Dom Boe 
of Alfred, who had made a similar digest of most of the 
Anglo-Saxon properties in order that the collection of his 
taxes might be uniform and methodical. We can assume 
this because among the meticulous details of Domesday 
Book there is frequently a reference to the different 
agricultural prices prevailing in the past. In the case of 
Cranwell, Domesday Book gives Gilbert de Gant as Lord 
of the Manor in 1096 by the gift of the Conqueror, and 
states that he had 12 carucates of land to be taxed in 
Cranewelle. Gilbert's predecessor, as Lord of the Manor 
in 1066, was a magnate with the Anglo-Saxon name of 
Ulf who held much land in other parts. 

Of this pre-Norman occupation of Cranwell there is 
also evidence in the quaint little Saxon Church of St. 
Andrew, where, alas, several of our comrades lie buried, 
though the original Long and Short work there is ob- 
scured by the many examples in it of Norman and 
English Gothic. 

Gilbert de Gant or de Ghent or De Gaunt may have 
been one of the seventy tenants-in-chief under William 
the Conqueror-he was Earl of Lincoln-and the 
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Cranwell estates were probably only part of his property. 
He and his descendants were refounders, patrons 
and benefactors of Bardney Abbey. They were also 
closely related to the Well family, which perhaps in 
early times had married into the family of the Crane. 
But in 1190 Humphrey de Well, departing from the 
Bardney tradition, sent his three daughters to the Priory 
of Sempringham, and gave it his territory in Cranwell. 
This gift was confirmed by his elder brother. " To all 
the faithful etc. William the son of Walter of Well 
greeting. Know ye that I have granted etc. with the 
consent of Robert my heir, to God and the Church of 
St. Mary of Sempringham etc. the whole of the lands 
of Cranwell etc. which Humphrey my brother demised 
to them with his three daughters for ever, holding by 
the service of half a Knight's fee etc." 

But not wishing to sever himself entirely from the 
traditions of his relatives of Gant, Humphrey de Well also 
made a gift to Bardney Abbey of half the advowson of 
Cranwell Church. 

This arrangement led to disputes about the patronage 
of the living, and, perhaps owing to one of them, the 
Lateran Council had to take action in 1209 when it 
presented Master Robert de Gravel to a moiety of the 
church at Cranwell. In 1214 we find that Sempring- 
ham Priory became the sole patron of Cranwell Rectory 
by an award of Stephen, Archbishop of Canterbury and 
Cardinal, and it acquired more land in Cranwell in 1329. 

Of the early history of Cranwell we know little else ; 
but by the thirteenth century most of the land about 
it had passed into the hands of the Knights Templars 
of Temple Bruer. This Order, which had begun in 
1119 with nine members with the simple title of" Poor 
Soldiers of the Temple," under the vows of poverty and 
celibacy, with a strict regime or masonic ritual, gradually 
became one of the wealthiest and most influential factors 
in English and Continental politics. It soon became 
both military and religious, and created a hierarchy of 
Knights, Chaplains and Men-at-Arms. It began to 
neglect its original motives which were to protect the 
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Holy Sepulchre and the pilgrims going to the Holy 
Land. So we find that in 1306 it was allowed to crenellate 
its main gate at Bruer. Kings were envious of them, 
priests were jealous, and the common people frightened. 

Temple Bruer lay about four miles due north of the 
College and a most interesting fragment of it survives. 
It is a tower ; and aerial photographs have disclosed the 
circular subterranean crypt which was attached to it. 

In this ancient tower, which is divided into two 
storeys, one can readily imagine the nocturnal ritual of 
initiation into the Order-the candidate for admission 
robed in white, knocking at the outer door and waiting 
to pass under the scrutiny of the officers of the Order, 
whose thrones still line the walls. 

This Temple of La Bruyere (the Heather) acquired 
many of the manors in the neighbourhood ; for instance, 
at Brauncewell. Thirty churches made it payments, 
and about forty windmills. It also levied annual charges 
on much of the Cranwell neighbourhood towards main- 
taining perpetual lights on the altar of the Temple 
Church. But gradually it degenerated and became 
in many ways corrupt and unsatisfactory, and its end 
was due to the pretty definite intervention of Edward I 
of England and of Philippe le Bel in France, to 
say nothing of Papal action. On the dissolution of the 
Order, its estates were transferred to the Knights of the 
Order of St. John of Jerusalem, whose headquarters were 
formerly at Rhodes ; and after its capture by the Turks, at 
Malta; until Malta in its turn was captured by Napoleon. 
The English branch of the Order had its headquarters 
at St. John, Clerkenwell, and was dissolved at the time 
of the Reformation. 

We must now turn to the history of the de Well family 
in its later form. Of this, we find out from " Feudal 
Aids " that one member, Alan de Cranewel, held half 
a Knight's fee of the Templars in Cran well. 

There are earlier references to this family, which, as 
usual before the age of surnames, liked to trace its 
composite title to the locality, where, conveniently 
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enough, there was a large pond (well) which survives to 
this day, and may have attracted herons (cranes) :-,- 

1199 Humphrey de Cranewel. 
1202 Robert de Cranewel. 
1223 Walter de Cranewel. 
1247 Alan and William de Cranewel. 
1250 Roger, son of Alan de Cranewel. 
1263 Adam de Cranewel. 
1271 William, son of Adam de Cranewel. 

Owing to religious outrages or vandalism, the Cranwell 
coat of arms seemed to be lost; but, fortunately, it was 
rediscovered at the eleventh hour. For about 1640, in 
the east window of the chancel of Cranwell Church, 
Gervase Holles, an antiquarian, found " gules, 3 bars 
argent, a label of 3 points azure, impaling gules, 3 cranes 
argent," and recorded it before all vestiges of the coat 
were destroyed by iconoclasts. Under it was a legend, 
not heraldic and probably not connected with it, " Orate 
Specialiter pro Animabus Wilhelmi Cranwell Armigeri 
et Margaretae Consortis Suae." It would appear that 
Holles recovered the Cranwell coat as it passed to an 
heiress and was impaled with that of her husband. 

The discovery of this coat was fortunate, as it disclosed 
not merely the main features of the Cranwell coat, the 
three cranes argent, but just such features as have enabled 
the College to build up its own coat with aptness and 
accuracy. 

For ten years the College had been satisfied with a 
symbol, viz. : a Garter and a Legend. But in the 
spring of 1929, after the laying of the foundation stone of 
a permanent College and the adoption of a permanent 
title " The Royal Air Force College " instead of " The 
Royal Air Force (Cadet) College," the time had come 
to establish armorial bearings. 

The de Cranewel cranes, based on canting heraldry, 
were fortunately of the colour which had already been 
chosen for the College blazer in 1920, viz. : argent; 
secondly, the crane is a bird oflong distance flight; and, 
thirdly, there had been since September, 1930, three 
squadrons of flight-cadets in the College. 
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It seemed best that the field of the shield should be 
azure, typifying the sky, the Service's main sphere of 
action. For heraldic reasons it was necessary that the 
field should be overlaid with a charge ; so a chevron was 
chosen for its ancient and modern significations. The 
Royal status of the College made it necessary to find a 
place for the royal lions which are borne on the chevron 
in red and gold torteaux. 

Now came the questions of the Legend and the Crest. 
We had already possessed for some years a legend with 
a clever double entendre in " Superna Petimus "-" We 
seek things that are above." For the crest itself it 
seemed appropriate to utilize the figure of Dredalus ; not 
merely because he was probably a historical figure, an 
architect who designed for King Minos a labyrinthine 
palace with bull arenas at Crete about 1200 s.c., and made 
in his spare time the earliest recorded attempt at bird 
flight*; but also because H.M.S. Deedalus was the name 
which Cranwell bore when it was a station of the Royal 
Naval Air Service during the war, and the Naval Com- 
mander of the Station for verisimilitude hoisted his flag 
on an old hulk at Boston. 

The helmet and mantling are the formal completions 
of the arms. 

Though the male line of the de Cranewels is defunct, 
relics of their bearings are still traceable in at least one 

* Dredalus and his son Icarus flew from Crete to Cumre and 
landed safely. Icarus attempted another cross-country flight, 
but the Sungod, annoyed at this second adventure into his domain, 
got very hot and melted the wax on Icarus' shoulders so that his 
wings fell off and he crashed into the /Egean (or the Icarian Sea). 
It is not generally known that in the article of death the other 
gods were sorry for Icarus and changed him into a partridge. 
Ovid refers in his Metamorphoses to this strange bird :- 

" hunc (sc. Dcedalum) miseri tumulo ponentem corpora nati 
garrula limosa prospexit ab ilice perdix 
et plausit pennis testataque gaudia cantu est " 

which may be translated- 
" As Dredalus was laying the corpse of his poor son in the 
grave a chattering partridge watched him from an oak, moved 
its wings noisily, and showed its pleasure in song." 
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armorial family of to-day. Their property at Cranwell 
has passed into different hands, being recently in the 
possession of Sir John Thorold, who had a mansion in 
the village-it was demolished later, and only a few 
vestiges remain-and of Lord Bristol, who owns much 
territory here, and from whom a local fox covert on the 
northern aerodrome takes its name. 

We now come to a time which we have anticipated in 
our account of the beautiful College coat, and its apt 
historical foundation. At the end of 1915, the Admiralty, 
under the Defence of the Realm Act, took over three 
thousand acres of farm land one and a half miles to the 
west of Cranwell Village. With it they also took over 
a little farmstead nestling under a wood, and several 
cottages, and farm buildings near it. 

The reason was that in the autumn of 1915 it seemed 
urgent to make a change in the organization of the Royal 
Naval Air Service. In November, 1915, a scheme had 
been put forward for one central unit for training officers 
and men in aeroplanes, kite balloons, and airships. The 
idea came from Rear-Admiral Vaughan Lee, who had 
been appointed Director of Air Services. Up to that 
time naval flying training had been given in various 
stations and had been limited by their accommodation. 

At the new central depot at Cranwell, the Admiralty 
proposed that pilots should be taught to fly aeroplanes, 
kite balloons, free balloons, and dirigible airships, in- 
cluding the coastal type. They were also to be taught 
bomb dropping, armament, gunnery and torpedo work, 
wireless and navigation. 

Cranwell was chosen for this depot as it seemed suitable 
for expansion in any direction. Another reason for the 
choice was the convenience of Cranwell for feeding the 
main East Coast air stations. A third was that there 
were no outstanding features which might act as guides 
to German aircraft, though some German airships 'did 
penetrate, on zznd July, 1916, as far as Rauceby, where 
their bomb craters can still be seen, on reference to the 
oldest inhabitant. One of the bombs they dropped 
during the raid can be seen in the College. 



I. The Airship Section (now demolished). '.2. Cadets' Mess, Old Coltege, 
3. The Old Water Towers. 


